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DFRI is a nonprofit organisation working for digital rights. Our goal is a society with as little surveillance, tracking and wiretapping as possible. We believe in freedom of speech, personal integrity and the individual’s right and responsibility to control the flow of personal information.
Driven by members contributions. We try to function as a platform for different projects that our members feel are important. DFRI also organizes seminars, participates in conferences, attend related debates and try to influence the political descisions.
DFRI history

- Founded in July 2011
- First goal was to run Tor exits from Sweden
- Currently around 70 members and lots of projects
Exit relays and the DFRI network

- Four exit relays on separate computers
- Run our own network using ASN 198093
- Located at four different datacenters in Stockholm
- Transit from three ISPs
- Connected to two Internet Exchanges (STHIX and SOLIX) with an open peering policy
Other projects

- PTS-button - browser extension for cookie reporting
- ACTA documents
- Tor relay appliance with a Raspberry Pi
  - https://github.com/DFRI/dfri-rpi-tor
- CryptoParty
Future

- Increase the Tor-exit traffic
- Mail service for members
- CryptoParty
- ?